COMPANY PROFILE
info-net CONSULTANCY SERVICES

The info-net CONSULTANCY SERVICES is primarily involved in Job
Placement Services & Corporate Trainings. A registered candidate gets its
services for next six months. Market surveys for listing new openings are
performed on regular basis. Fresh interviews in multiple categories are
scheduled daily and best efforts are made to provide maximum placement
opportunities to all candidates.
Tie Ups
The group is today connected with employers from all walks of business in
the country and the never ending hunt is still on for more exciting and
enthusiastic working environments. info-net CONSULTANCY SERVICES
has a dedicated support team to cater to employment needs of our industrial
and corporate clients in India and abroad. A few of our esteemed associate
clients are listed below:
Thapsons, Turning Point, GoodRich, BSNL, Cadbury, Bajaj Almond,
Mr.Mucsle, Colgate, Henko, Sankalp Consumer Pvt. Ltd., Easyway, More,
Spencer, Vishal Mega Mart, Big Bazar, Reliance Telecom, Bharti Airtel,
Tata Indicom, Vodafone, Hot Spot, The Mobile Store, Lava Mobiles,
Horizon Computers, Samsung, LG, Videocon, Genpact, Mass Callnet India
Pvt Ltd., RBH Solutions Pvt. Ltd., Best Food International
.......and many more to make the list lengthy.
So Far So Done
The consultancy has received remarkable response and achieved success in
acquiring employers belief and candidate satisfaction by regular interviews,
immediate feedback and impressive results in the form of placements.
A few of our landmark achievements are as follows
More than 1750 tie ups in and around the state have been
established so far.
Almost all trades of business and services such as banking, trading, finance,
manufacturing, retail and marketing etc. have been included during the
survey for job collection.
More than 6700 candidates have been registered so far with the
consultancy.
Over 38,700 interviews have been conducted at the employer’s location by
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the medium of consultancy.
And most of it more than 1,200 successful placements have been
made so far.

About us
The company works as a unit from its registered office within in the Karnal city
and is dependent upon sincerity, hard work and readiness of its team members
for progress and growth. The efforts and dedication of the staff has helped us
gain strengths and perform efficiently. Mentioned below are some important facts
about us.
PLACEMENT DEPARTMENT
Availability of jobs in multiple categories and trades.
Separate wing to cater to needs of jobs abroad.
Unique strategy of market survey to find new openings.
Enthusiastic team of professionals in support staff.
One time free resume and interview preparation.
Special assistance in personality and outlook development.
Exclusive immigration and study abroad visa services.
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